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Transaction Management

Who do
you [ trust]
with your
business?
In today’s market it’s no small task to sell a business. You have invested your
blood, sweat and tears in yours. When the time comes to decide to grow through
acquisition or seek an exit you want the right partners to help execute your strategy.
[Our team has invested in, built, acquired, and sold companies]. Our deep bench
of senior-only M&A professionals bring a heavy lifting approach in order to get the
best value for your business.

For more than 25 years Kirchner Private Capital Group has assisted hundreds of companies execute
their buy and sell side M&A strategies. It’s what we do. In fact, we are widely considered to be one of
the [most active groups doing M&A for small and medium enterprises in North America].
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Our M&A team is known for [its operational approach]. Our professionals have extensive backgrounds
running private and public companies and are experts in identifying and articulating value propositions to
strategic buyers and acquisition targets. We offer small and mid-sized companies one-stop shopping for
M&A services, [highly-customized for the needs of each client].

[

Our Services

advisory

acquisitions

divestitures

mergers

crystallizing
ip value

intellectual
property strategy

assessments

monetizing
tax losses

We have a strategic buyer/seller perspective
• Cross-sector operational experience
• From start-ups to multi-billion-dollar companies
• We know how buyers and sellers think and what needs
to be done to package and close deals successfully
Multi-dimensional understanding of private capital
• First-hand knowledge as advisors, partners, agents
and principals
• Global experience, local execution
• Repeat base of blue-chip investors
Emphasis on negotiations and deal structure
• 350+ transactions as principal, agent, or advisor
• In the trenches, heavy lifting approach
• Only senior-level professionals — no “bait and switch”
• Extensive transaction experience, ability to break up
“deal gridlock”
• Deep expertise with intellectual property positioning,
negotiating & driving value
• Active role during entire process

]

Testimonials
“Maveron first worked with Kirchner on the sale of a software
company in our portfolio. They ran a first-class process and
successfully closed a deal in six months after bringing three
offers to the table, including one from a party that had previously
passed. After almost 10 years in the venture capital business,
I can say this was the first time an investment bank exceeded
my expectations.”
— Dan Levitan, Maveron LLC
“This is the first time I’ve ever sold a company to a buyer
that wasn’t already aware and partnered with the company —
which often has me questioning the value of M&A services.
Kirchner brought the buyer to the table and got it closed.
They worked well in the management/shareholders dynamics
and I appreciate it. I’m rarely happy paying service fees,
but Kirchner deserved every dollar.”
— Peter Carrescia, Formerly of Vengrowth Asset Management Inc.

